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The hillarious. zany and naughty April Fools' supplement.

will return next week
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Presidential race 'gets

~oving

Gill/Darner

·Gr~en/Payas

by Tim Ball

by Tim Bcill

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Summary: The ticket of Gill/Darner is running under the motto "to make student ·
government student oriented.'' They are
pushing for a more efficient Add/Drop
system, lower book prices, and. a Student
Union.
·
Both have experience in student govern·
ment.
Gill is currently the Student Government
Lobby Annex Director and was a member of
the fifteenth and sixteenth student senates.
He is also a member of the Orientation Team:
Darner is currently the Student Government Special Projects Coordinator. She was
also a member of the sixteenth student
senate. She has served ..on the University
Traffic and Parking Committee and is also a
member of the Orientation Team.

Summary: The ticket of Green/Payas is
running with a platform of "ac·
complishments and not promises." They are
pushing for a Council of Presidents, a Stu·
dent Union, and utilizing the new Kiosk
Both have experience in student govern·
ment.
Green is currently Attorney · General for
student government and serves on several
university-wide committees.
Payas is currently the Executive Advisor
to President J olm Sowinski. He ·was also a
member of the fifteenth and sixteenth stu·
dent senates. He also served on several"committees during his stay in the senate

Question and answer with The Future
What is the biggest problem with Student
Government? Student government has been
Question and answer with The Future
forced to bring itself up to a level of working
What is the biggest problem with Student
properly. We plan to put student governent
Goyernment? There's not one big problem.
another step forward. We need to reach out to
more students.
·
We do feel communication and stagnation are
two issues that need to be corrected.
How do y~u intend to solve it? We want to
How do you intend to solve it? We propose
set up a Council of Presidents. That way, the
to have a director of marketing, rather than a
university will have a cohesive organization
John Gill
Andrea Darner .
public relations director. The primary purto facilitate information and coordinate campose of the position would be to work on compus wide. events and services.
munication between student government and
What do think is the biggest problem UCF
the student body and the community.
faces? There's a lack of student participation.
·THE UCF
What do think is the biggest problem UCF.
There is also a definite problem with parking.
STUDENT
faces? Apathy is probably the biggest proand of c9urse, the bookstore
ELECTIONS
blem at this university. Book prices are also a
How do you intend to solve it? Again,
- - - · through a wider range of programs that reach
problem. We'd like to either get the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SEE GREEN PAGE 9

Bush stresses grass roots
by Tim Ball
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

.Jennifer Machtel/Future

Vice President George Bush spoke to the
Florida republicans at Jhe Wyndam ·Hotel.

Vice President George Bush, having just r~turn
ed from a two week trip around the world, spoke to
several hundred enthusiastic members of the
Florida Republican Party at the Wyndham Hotel
last week.
Praising the work of the "great Republican
team" in Florida, Bush declared, "Florida is going
to be a Republican state from now on."
Speaking of the upcoming Florida gubernatorial
race in 1986, Bush emphasized how "essential it is
that we (Republicans) get that governor's seat and
hold it."
Bush also praised President Reagan for being
"the most essential reason for the Republicans' national gains in the electorate.'' He continued by
saying that "Reagan's basic decency" is the cause
of the ''respect America receives abroad.''
After thanking several top members of the
Florida GOP for their dedication, Bush mentioned
his recent journey to the Soviet Union, where he
met with the new Secretary-General, Mikhail Gor-

bachev. The Vice President remar~ed on the "dramatic contrast" he found between the
U.S.S.R. and Grenada, where he flew next.
Speaking of the U.S. action in Grenada, Bush
commented on the "tremendous sense of relief the
Grenadans feel, now that their Marxist nightmare
has been lifted."
.Bush continued, saying that "Grenada is a
classic study of what the callous Marxist
ideologists will do to brutalize others, once the
restraints of the qemocratic institution are removed.''
Bush used his comments about Grenada as a
stepping stone toward the Nicaraguan issue.
Defending the President's plans for added support
of Nicaraguan rebels; Bush admonished "There are
still some people who don·t understand ... there is a
Marxist-Leninist regime in Nicaragua.
"They (the Nicaraguan government) say they're
rnmmunist, yet, some people in this country don't
believe it." The Vice President displayed a
Nicaragtian postage stamp to make his point. The
stamp portrayed Karl Marx, author of the Communist Manifesto. "These are commemorative

SEE BUSH PAGE 4
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0 UCF ALUMNI SCHOLAR·
SHIP

Twenty-two full and partial
scholarships totalling over
$25,000 will be awarded this
year by the OCF Alumni
Association.
Included are a wards to
UCF students, to area com·
munity college students who
plan to attend UCF next fall,
and to minority students.
At least 10 Alumni Fellows
Awards of $800 apiece will be
awarded to curre-ntly enrolled
UCF students. A minimum of
one scholarship will be award·
ed at each class level, in·
eluding one to a senior for use
in graduate-level studies.
The top student in the
junior class will receive the
annual $1000 Millican
Scholarship for their senior
year. In addition, six scholar·
ships will be awarded to
students from the six com·
munity colleges in Central
Florida.
Anyone interested in the
scholarships can pick up information and applications at
the Office of Alumni Rela·
tions or by calling 275-2233.
0
BAND
TRYOUTS

AUXILIARY

The UCF marching band
will hold tryouts for drum ma·

jors and all squads.
Tryouts for drum major will
be held Monday, April 8 at 4
p.m. Applicants must
demonstra.te conducting,
salute, and field maneuvers
and hold an interview with
the directors. One year
membership in the marching
band is required and drum
major experience is preferred.
Majorette, flag, rifle and
dance applicants will audition
Saturday, April 13 from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. All appli~nts
must learn a short routine on
the day of tryouts. In addition, majorettes should
prepare a solo routine. Experience in jazz dancing is re·
quired for dance .applicants.
All tryouts will be held in
the music rehearsal hall at
UCF. Applicants should wear
proper attire. Anyone unable
to audition on this date who
wishes to tryout should call
Jerry Gardener at 275~2865.
0 UCF PHONATHON

Knightline '85, the annual
alumni phonathon, will be going on throughout the month ·
of April.
Students and alumni will be
manning the phones in the
president's dining room in an
effort to encourage donations
by UCF alumni. "The state
subsidizes your education,"
said student coordinator Cark
Zeak. "what we're trying to
do is get (the alumni to give)
some of that money back." ·

Over 350 volunteers will be
at the phones in the course of
the month. Headquarters will
be the President's Board
Room.
The money will be used for
various projects around cam·
pus~ including athletic funds,
scholarships and grants, and
building projects. This year's
goal is to raise over $100,000.
0
FINANCIAL
REMINDER

research into migratory
routes via remote tag
recoveries and populations of
immature sea turtles in the
Indian River lagoon system.
The program, which is
sponsored by the Orlando
Reptile Club, is open to
anyone who is interested in
the conservation of sea
turtles. Admission is free· to
club members and $3 for the
general public. For further information, call the Orlando
Reptile Club at 298-6313.

In addition, any studel')t ap·
plying for a Summer
Guaranteed Student Loan
must submit the completed
loan application to the Finan·
cial Aid Office by May 1.
Anyone with questions
should contact the Strident
Financial Aid Office.

AID

The Financial Aid Office
has some reminders for
students receiving or wishing
to receive financial aid.
For priority consideration,
students requesting aid for
the 1985-86 academic year
should have completed ap·
plications processed by the
Financial Aid Office by April
1. Applications completed
after April 1 are awarded on
the basis of availability of
funds. Applications processed
after this date will not be considered for the Florida Student Assistance Grant.
FSAG recipients who are
planning to attend summer
school must submit applica·
tions for summer funds by
April 15. These forms are
available in the Financial Aid
.Office. Any student re·
·q uesting consider ation for·
summer aid must complete a
Student Budget Revision request. Funds are limited and
will be awarded on a firstcome, first-serve basis.

•

0 SAVE THE MANATEE

..

Alpha Phi Omega wil be
sponsoring a fundraiser for
the Save the Manatee program from March 25-29.
Tables will be set up in
front of the library and in the
student center from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. for anyone wishing to·
make a donation or get more
information about the plight
of Florida's Manatees.

0 SEA TURTLE PROGRAM

UCF biology professor Dr.
Llewellyn M. Ehrhart will
speak at the Orlando Science
Center (formerly the John
Young Science Center) April
12 at 7:30 p.m., on the pro·
blems besettjng the ·s ea
turtles that nest on east central Florida beaches.
He will also discuss

•
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New investigator
to can crooks

•

types of investigations: criminal and ·
internal. Internal investigations are ·
of staff, faculty and students who
commit actions that violate the
ethical code of the university, even
though they may not be violations of
the law, such as misc~nduct, or
harassment. Criminal investigations
are of serious law violations that are
committed by the university community, such as theft or assa~t.

by Colleen Moore
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
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•
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The new man at UCF Police is Lt.
James DePuy, chief investigator, and
he says that nailing criminal suspects
is the most difficult part of his job.
"It's fairly easy to find a suspect; it's
a whole other story to prove that he
did what you suspect," DePuy said
Monday.
Prior to arriving at UCF in
January, DePuy worked at the -Tampa Police Dept.; served in the Armed
Fo:f'ces; and even ran a pool construction and supply business. During his
service in the Army he was a member
of the Armed Forces Police, which offers protection to dignitaries. He was
awarded a Bronze Star by the Army
during the Vietnam War for "gallantly holding his position in the face of a
numerically superior enemy force."
He also held the rank of sargeant.
His police work in Tampa includes
undercover narcotics investigations;
crime prevention programming;
establishing the Police Explorer Post
and tl~e School Resource Officer Program; and investigation of child
abuse and yiolent crimes against
children.
·

11

At UCF DePuy is

~n

charge. of two

According to DePuy, the law violations keep him more busy than the
ethical t>nes. "By far, there are more
criminal investigations than internal.
Nine out of 10 crimes we investigate
fall into the criminal investigation
category,'' he saiq..

Channel 6 noon show was broadcast live from UCF. Anchor
Carole Nelson asked students what concerned them the most,
they said future job outlooks. She talked to them about finess
for 11 Have a fit" week.

Elevator problems
hurt -handicapped

The assistant investigator is Corporal Ronald Salvaggio, who was
recently promoted from the patrol
division. Some cases take only a few
hours to solve, whereas others take
months, according to Salvaggio. "It by Tim Ball
depends on how many leads we FUTURE STAFF WRITER
have," he said. They do not have any
assistants, but they have access to
resources such as the patrol division
The elevator in the Humanities and
and state computer records.
Fine Arts building has been causing
quite a few problems for handicapped
Seacrist also promoted Officer students lately.
Douglas Brown recently. Brown was ·
It seems that more than once durraised in rank to corporal. He will ing the past few weeks, handicapped
assume the duties of assistant shift students were unable to attend
supervisor.
classes un the upper floors of the fine

arts building b~cause of a malfunctioning elevator.
Randal Weeks·, a UCF student confined to ·a wheelchair, said the stories
of handicapped students missing
tests becau~e of the elevator "are absolutely true." Weeks continued,
''Last week, I missed class two times
because of that elevator. On Monday,
I had a test in my philosophy class
upstairs. I couldn't get there for the
I

I'

SEE ELEVATOR PAGE 4

•

.

'

Design a logo for our football team
and win these fabulous privileges:
*
*
*
*

Preferred Parking at home games
Booster functions before every home game
Open bar/food at every home game
One away game

Please turn in your log·os by April 29! .
Let's.get those _creatiye juic.es go-iog!!

'

BUSH
FROM PAGE 1

WAH LUM TEMPLE

* Beginner & Advanced ~
* Men, women and children ~~
* Self~Defense & Weapons
* Tai Chi Classes
·
* Chinese Culture & Philosospy
* Meditation
OPEN 7 DAYS

I 21s-6111J

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

*World Famous Master P. Chan
Instructor of the Year - 1982

851 N. GOLDENROD RD. (HWY 15·A) ORLANDO

ELEVATOR
FROM PAGE 3

• Equipment Sales
• Open 6 days a week
• AcceleratPd Free
Fall Course

• Area's Largest Center
• First Jump Course
(square main parachutes)

World's Best known Parachute Center

813·788·5591 '

-'-~~~~~~~~~~~-='--~~~~~~~~--'---':o=-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i

test so I had to call my professor and explain the situation.'' Weeks went on to say
that he was forced to take the
exam in a noisy room in the
Education Builcli:ng.
James Clark, superintendent of maintenance and
transportation with UCF's
Physical Plant, said the
elevator was fixed on Tuesday morning.
Gordon Morris of U.S . .,..
Elevators, the company that
repilied the elevator, said the
problem with the device was a •
broken timer. "However," he
commented, ''There's always
the possibility that it could
break again. You've got to
realize that an elevator has
got a lot of parts.''

•

Morris said the reason that
the elevator took so long to
repair was due to the fact that
''UCF is so far from
metropolitan Orlando.''

.II)

•

The elevator, it appears,
has already developed a
reputation with the students
and faculty that frequent the
fi:t~e arts building. On one
afternoon following·the repair "9
of the elevator, several
students prepared to board,
then changed their minds,
commenting, "I hate that ":,
elevator. It'll probably fall
aprat while I'm in it."
•
Clark said. that plans are in
the works for a second
.elevator to be placed at the •
sou th west end of the
building.

•

A
million things
can happen
Joa check.
Don't take a
chance with your
Government check.
Sign up for Direct
Deposit. Then your
check won't end
up behind the TV,
under the sofa, or
in someone else's
pocket. Ask for
Direct Deposit
wherever you have
a checking or savings account.
I), i) ){"1 imEPOSIT

THE FUN BEGINS MARCH 29th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

You '11 never have
to YTait for your money.

_.
•
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Learn the ropes
of real estate

•

by Richard Truett
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

l

•

Show your Purse-onality with accessories
•

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL VALUE OR LESS
ON ALL
JEWELRY ACCESSORIES
W/UCF l.D .

•
•

•

•

Fine Fashion Jewelry marked at 30-70 %
· below retail

•

An Additional 10.% OFF on
all other merchandise w/UCF l.D.

•

•

Handbags·, Wallets, Belts, Brief cases
Prices already reduced up to 50 %

There is academic life afterthe University of Central
Florida for some of its former
instructors. Richard Fryer is
one of them. He opened his
own school. Fryer, 38, sporting an Abe Lincoln-ish beard
·and gold wire framed glasses,
knew while he was at UCF
that he wanted to start his
own business. And he did it.
Fryer taught real estate
courses at UCF for two years.
''I was ready to go into
business for myself; I had
been teaching for other people
and I decided it was time for
me to do it for myself." The
first class of The Institute of
Florida Real f~state careers
met at .the Mt. Vernon Lodge
on August 31, 1983 with 38
students. But a steady effort
on Fryer's part .has changed
things considerably.
The school now occupies
the top floor of a building
located at 227 S. . Orlando
Ave. in Winter Park; it
employs eight instructors and
offers just about the widest
variety of real estate courses
in Orlando. But this did not

Come in today _for best sel~ction

•

Il

I

f

i

Richard Fryer
process. ):'"ou have to be willing to invest a lot ,of money
and time in a business tobuild what you want for the
future."
.
Fryer, a graduate of Florida
Sta~ University never intended to get into real estate.
After he earned· his master's
degree in management, Fryer
started looking for work, but
was told he was definitely not
the salesman type. "In 1971,
no one was hiring master's
degree candidates. The year
before they were beating· the
door down for master's candidates. I wound up, through
a .friend of mine who I officiated high school football
with, going to work for a company called Mobile Home In- -

Next to lveys - Colonial Plaza 894-1943
SEE FRYER PAGE 8

•

Gateway Jewelers
7426 University Blvd.
_u_n..-ive_rs_ity_B_Ivd_
. _____.___Across From K-Mart
UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING
CENTER

•

I

-0

•

~
678·4973
L-------------:---------_,.
JE~LERS I~
'
/

'<

GATEWAY

college ring trom A~tCarved.
Designed and handcrafted for
lasting value, an AnCaryed 141\:
gold college ring is now more
affordable than ever. For a limited time only, you c'ln S3Ve $z. s
on the style of your choice. Stop
by to see the entire ArtCarved
collection nnd custom options.
Remember, ifs vour vear
for gold!
,
·

April 1-5

9"a.m.-3 p.m.

D~ue

Time
Place
Deposit Requirc:<l. MasterCard or Visa Accepted

It) 1984 ArtCarved Class Rings

•
'I

AN
INTOXICATING
OFFER FROM THE BAR
THAT DOESN'T
SERVE DRINKS.
Every Monday through Thursday from 5-9pm
we put happy hour prices on your favorite music.
Get $1.00 off any LP or cassette;
$7.99 list price or higher, sale items excluded.

THE HAPPY HOUR
THAT SENDS YOU HOME
SAFE IN SOUND

Record Bar®
RECORDS, TAPES, AND VIDEO

East Colonial :0rive
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dent.l o
da ee
There are two
things waiting for you
at the Big E that you
won't want to miss out
on: a low cost
solution to
college
expenses and
a free gift if
you're a
first -time ·
student loan
borrower.
You can
choose between an
AM-FM Stereo
Walkman Radio, an

AM-FM Digital Alarm
Clock Radio, or a
Day Hiker Backpack, as soon
as your loan
is approved.
The BigE
will lend you
up to $2,500 a
year through the
federal government's

Guaranteed Student
Loan Program.
And, if you
qualify, the
interest rate
is a surprisingly
low 8%.
Moreover,
you don't have
to begin paying

•

Empi!~J?a!f!:perica

the loan back until
six months after you
leave college or become less than a halftime student. ·
Applying for your Big E student loan is
easy. For more information, just call

•

Smartline
(1-800-THE BIG E)
or visit the Big E
office nearest you.

Member FSLIC

An Equal Opportunity Lender

TWenty-Two Offices Throughout Florida: In De Land: Main Office, 345 N. Woodland Boulevard, 734-2551 I
Brandywine Village Plaza, 3200 N. Woodland Boulevard, 738-4773; In Debary: U.S. 17-92, 668-4438; In Deltona: 940 Deltona Boulevard, 574-6603 I
Providence Plaza, #500, 1235 A Providence Boulevard, 574-1427; In Leesburg: 1401 S. 14th Street, 787-2557; In New Smyrna Beach: 1300 S. Atlantic Avenue, 427-3447;
In Orange City: 2499 S. Volusia Avenue, 775-4343; In Ormond Beach: 520 S. Atlantic Avenue, 672-8757; In Sanford: 3090 S. Orlando Drive, 323-3770
Plus Our Newest Office: Goodings Plaza, 1016 E. Semorian Boulevard, Casselberry, 339-6766

•

•

•
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NEW BALDNESS RESEARCH
- BEGINS

•

Many articles have appeared
this year through the major
media networks concerning
research conducted by doctors across the country on male
pattern baldness. We are such .
a clinic conducting similar treatments (medically supervised), in the
Orlando area. ff you are over 1a, In good physical condition and a
Florida resident, you could be a candidate for treatments. Individuals
who quality will have blood tests and will be available for weekly
treatments and check ups. See what Phil Donahue and P.M.
Magazine has to say about t?aldness research.

•
•
•
•

(

CALL 629·2230
For Appointment Time to Determine Candidacy

•

H~lP bring the world together.

Host an exchange stuaent.

•

.
As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative
for peace, your family welcomes a teenager from another country into
your home and into your way of life.
Volunteer host families from all segments of American society
are bt:ing sele~ted. If youtl like to be one of them, send for e··
. .
more information.
.
.
·
Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time. ' '
·

•
•

I

•

,

.•

·..
•••

• •

TM

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
A message from The Advertising Council and T he Intern ational Yo ut h Exc hange.

•

The

·'

..

ban

isnola
sp union
alld.

Pueblo. Colorado 81009

WRITE
OFF·
INFLATION!

Love it
and
leave it

Green
11
A Public Service ofThis Newspaper
~ The Advertising Council

c:::=:> · ~

. Actually, earthlings have known
about the Metron for light years.
Those early Greek philosophers who first described the
Metron may not have known
much about the shape of the
Universe, but they were sure
right about human nature. Their
advice to live a life of balance in
all things (including alcohoD,

harmony anq moderation is
as timeless as the Sun. ·
You probably call it common
sense, this habit of respecting
and taking care of yourself and
your abilities. We like the Greek
name Metron.'
No matter what you cal I itlive it. Because there are always
new worlds to explore.

ME "

• ..
.

TRON

Quality &. excellence in life.

'"

· 1985. Adolph Coors Company, Golden. CO 80401 . Brewer of fine quality beers since 1873. 3488 .

..

~

By driving less, planning
trips more wisely and
keeping our cani in tune,
we'll keep saving gas. And
money-because wast.eel gas
is wasted rp.oney.

Ul1lE IY UJBL
11llllm IP.

~
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ndatory seat belt laws gain support
"Wouldn't we assume that the driver
wouldn't
have control of the car if he
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
had an accident? I think that is grasping for straws.''
A controversial bill requiring seat
''There is a tremendous cost·
belt use appears to be gaining more savings effect involved," Silver consupport than opposition from state tinued. "If you're injured because you
representatives.
weren't wearing a seat belt, and take
Rep. Ron Silver, D-North Miami, off work, the state and your employ~r
once opposed the bill but later chang· must pay you until you recover. Also,
ed his mind. "I went to a seminar in if more people wore ~eat belts,
Dallas recently, and became aware of Medicaid and Social Security would
compelling statistics. I realized that not have to give out as much money
wearing a seat belt does not affect on- because there would be fewer accident
ly myself," he said Monday. "If-I, as victims."
a driver, were not conscious because
Rep. Tom Drage, R-Winter Park,
my head had just gone through the supported Silver's statements Tues·
windshield, passengers in my car and day. ''A lot of people say, 'I'm tired of
people on the road around me would the government trying to tell me
be in greater danger than if I were what to qo,' but they probably don't
wearing a seat belt."
realize that insurance premiums
When asked for his response to this would be two times less expensive if
example, Rep. Tim Deratany, a everyone wore seat belts," he said.
Republican representing the
Deratany disagreed with the costMelbourne area; said Tuesday, savings factor as a reason for suppor-

by Colleen Moore·

ting the bill. "Those are generalized
statements,'' he said. ''You could project all kinds of things, but in reality
the total fiscal impact is impossible to
determine."
Silver stated that there was not a
great outcry from his constituents
when he decided to oppose the bill. "I
never used to wear a seat belt, but
now I do. Sometimes I forget to, but
when I remember I put it on. People
resent this bill because they aren't
geared to wearing seat belts. Once
they are, it won't be any big
problem.''
"It's the people who resent government in general who yell the loudest
about it," Drage said.. "A lo~ of people have told me they support my
position on the bill.''
"We believe that the government
should interfere as little as possible
with citizens' rights," Jim Mullins,
chairperson · of the Dade County
chapter of the American Civil Liber-

ties Union, said Monday. "But there
is nothing in the constitution that
says you have a right to drive an
automobile. That is why we are not
supporting ·Or opposing the bill.''
''The government should leave
citizens unmolested up to a point
where their behavior affects the
welfare of others around them,"
Mullins continued. "A seat belt goes
beyond protecting the driver; it protects passengers and others on the
road. We have received a lot of calls
from people about it. Most people are
pretty upset about the bill.''
"As people become more aware of
all the perspectives, they tend to
change their minds,'' Drage said.
The federal government decided in
July that auto manufacturers will not
have to begin equipping new cars
with air bags and automatic
restraints in 1989 if states representing two-thirds of the nation's population enact mandatory seat belt laws.

FRYER

FROM PAGE 5

dustries in Tallahasse. I have
been in the housing industry
ever since.'' Fryer said real
estate is something anybody
can get into and make a lot of
money.
''The beautiful part of the
real estate business is that
there . is no delineation bet·
ween white, black, male,
female, age, educational level,
previous experience and no
experience. There really is no
common denominator. There
is probably the most
hetrogeneous mix of people in
the real estate business than
there is an any industry in the
United States.'' If there is one
common denominator, Fryer
says it is work.
"People who are not afraid
to work hard, who can get up
in the morning and organize
their time effectively, that's
really the key to real estate.
The statistics indicate that
the majority of people in college will end up selling
something," said Fryer.
"The real estate business is
no different from any other
direct sales. It is not a
business where you are going
to sit in an office and wait for
someone to come to you. In
the real estate business you
have to be prepared for a lot
of hard work. You are going
to have to go out for the first
two or three years and do it
all yourself. No one is going to
do it for you."
When Fryer says "it is only
those people who can plan
their time and utilize their
hours in the most productive
manner possible who will succeed in real estate," he knows
from experience, which is the
best teacher of all.

•
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FROM PAGE l

EYE
CARE
Adults Children
&

Dr. A.R. Copely, Jr., P.A.

20% discount to students,
faculty & staff
EYE EXAMS
Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
Fashion Eyewear

855-3100
Serving South Orlando for 11 years Hours begin at 8:00 a.m.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=====~

SPRING SALE

Will you continue President
Sowinski's plan to phase
special interest groups out of
Student Government's
budget? If so or if not, why?
We feel that certain groups
that are being phased out of
the student government

budget should continue to remain on their ''phasing-out
schedule." However, student
government should be
obligated to help those
groups secure new sources of
funding.
What are your goals for
UCF? Community recognition for UCF is our major goal
for the university as a whole.
What is the first thing you
would do, should .you be
elected? The first thing we
would do would be to
streamline the Add/Drop
system.
Closing remarks.: ''We want
to make student government
more responsive to stw::lent
needs and interests. Our goal
is to make student government a truly student-oriented
organization."

GREEN

to work closely with them.

bookstore to lower their
prices·or charter another book
store on campus to compete
with .the existing bookstore.
How effectively does Student Government represent
the Student Body as a whole?
We don't think student
government represents the
student body as well as it
should. The student body
needs to be aware of the services student governemnt offers them.

FROM PAGE l

SOFTWARE, PRINTERS, ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES
AT SALE PRICES TO CELEBRATE THE SPRING SEASON
WE SUPPORT APPLE, ATARI, COMMODORE, IBM
PC & IBM PCjr.
SALE ENDS APRIL 15th
HOURS:
MON.·FRI. 10·7
SATURDAY 10·6

894·3304

30%· OFF LIST ON
ALL GAME SOFTWARE

Herdon Plaza across
from Fashion Sq. Mall

out to more students. To
solve the parking problem, we
intend to begin some aggressive lobbying with local
and state legislators for funds
to help U:CF. In regard to the
bookstore, we propose opening up a book exchange
through the Council of
Presidents.
What is your philosophy in
regard to the Senate? We
need to be a friend to the
senate, as well as a leader.
The current problem with the
seate is that they tend to lose
direction and start bickering
among themselves. We want

GREEN

Will you continue President
Sowinski's plan to phase
special interest groups out of
Student Government's
budget? If so or if not, why?
We believe that President
Sowinski' s plan should be
continued.
However,
organizations such as the
cre'VI{ and ski teams deserve to
be funded until we can be
gauranteed that · adequate
soµrce of funding is available
elsewhere.
Closing remarks: "Base you
future expectations on our
past experiences."

PA·YA/

ANSWERS-NOT JUST ISSUES ·

• As Attorney General, Tom ensured student rights
campus wide
• As a member of the Committee, Tom is reforming
the Disciplinary Code
• Tom is lobbying for student participation on the
professor tenure commissions
'
• As Executive Advisor, Carlos endorsed increased
students on the .Parking Appeals Committee

TOM GREEN

• Carlos established your student tutor system

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
NOT PROMISES

CARLOS PAYAS

VICKI
WH·ITE
Once again it's time for student
elections at UCF. The average student at UCF probably 4osen't really
know what the candidates are about.
This is par for the course since during
our national elections the stuclent
body as a whole didn't know what
Ronald Reagan or Walter Mondale
were about or what their political
stand was, other than the most major
and widely publicized formats. Now
we are faced with a new puzzling
political scene. Who are Green and
Payas, and what can they do for the
school and the student body 0 On the
same token, who are Gill and Darner?
From what has been said about the
aforementioned Green and Payas
they have the Greek vote since ,
afterall they belong to fraternities.
This is rather a poor way of deciding
to vote. I suppose it really makes no
difference to most people, but I would
rather have someone vote for an individual based on their own merit
rather than the fact that they belong
to some organization. This is par for
the course though. Why did we vote
the way we did for the presidential
election?
Perhaps it is fashionable to vote on
the basis of organization membership
rather than merit. Why are people
Republicans? Down through the
history of the Republican party they
have been known as the .elite, the upperclasss wealthy type. If that's the
group we wish to identify with that is
the the way we vote. Democrats have
been pictured as the working class of
America the people who play tennis
in Converse sneakers instead of
Ellesse. If we wish to identify with
beer . drinking, factory worker with
the tough guy image that is how we
will vote. When will we begin to think
· for ourselves anq not be afraid of peer
pressure when we want to vote the
way we want to? . ·
Another problem with elections is
the vast majority of eligible voters
take an apathetic view. 'Why should I
vote, it's not going to count for
anything any way.' This is totally
wrong, your vote has the power to
behind it to make a difference. Get
yourself acqainted with the potential
candidates, understand their platfor~s. Find out what qualifies one
over the other, what experience does
one have that the other dosen't. You
the potential voter have a chance to
form your own opinions and make
decisions as to what you want to see
in a candidate. _Don't be influenced by
social groups, take a firm stand on
what you believe in. Afterall you are
an individual with a mind of your
own, so use it.
We the young people of today are
leaders of tomorrow, .so why not get
in the practice of understanding what
makes the system run. Sure, there are
a lot of problems here at UCF that
could stand a little change here and
there. Why not let these candidates
know what you think the pressing
problems are and what you want to
see done about them. Get in practice
for your future now. Vote for what
you believe in and forget this
popularity crap.

Dispel the paradox of sheep
Politics. It's a terrible necessity our society has developed, resulting from
several reasons, most of which are inane paradoxes. It is fitting, then, to try
to understand these paradoxes, and perhaps ... perhaps, awaken you all to
the very good reasons for voting in the Student· Governme.nt elections for
president and vice president.
Stop laughing now.
That's half the problem with the 15,000 or so sheep who attend school
here. That's right, sheep! You never take student government seriously until you see something that isn't right. You 'baa' and bitch and moan about
all the problems you encounter here, yet less than 2,000 of you have a right
to do so, and that's a fact. In last year's student government elections, less
than 2,000 of you decided who was to administer over $1 million specifically
intended_to serve you.
I'm perfectly inclined to say something utterly derogatory at this point.
Perhaps a reference to 13,000 worthless slugs will motivate people. There is
just something contemptible about people who toss literally thousands .of
dollars into this university in fees and don't take enough interest in how it is
spent to take a few minutes to vote.
Think about that the next time all you sheep are ticked for whatever
reason. More ii;nportantly, think about that next week when the elections
roll around. Maybe you might even be inclined to make an educated choice,
but that could be asking for too much at once.
Destroy a paradox for me. Care.
Mike Rhodes
. Editor in Chief
By the way. Perhaps you notfced our April Fools issue The Futile. I
sincerely hope everyone ·takes it in the spirit in which it was intended. It's
as much-a poke at ourselves as anyone else. So laugh and enjoy its absolute
tastelessness and .don't bombard us with letters. (Well, I suppose you can,
but you probably won't be remembered for your good humor.)
·
Mike
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I have to wander out to the portables every morning for a 9 a.m.
finance class. This has given me the
chance to watch the progress on the
, CEBA building.
It didn't look like too much at
first, but now that they've gotten a
few walls up and most of the win·
dows and stuff in, it's easier to tell
what it looks like. Geez, is that
thing ugly. It looks like something
that belongs in Starke, not on a college campus;
What's the deal here? Did the architects think that by designing
such an austere building they would
keep students' minds on the ·
business at hand, rather than such
frivolities as daydreaming out the
windows or watching the people
walking by. After all, we're here to
learn, •a ren't we? Who needs windows?
Well, that being the case, maybe
they ought to just try a bold new
idea in college education. Yup, lock
'em all up and don't let them out until they've pq.t in their four years
and have something to show for it.
None of this jerking around,
changing-your-major-three-times
stuff:

And if you are foolish enough to
choose a "worthless" major like
education or psychology, you get
hauled back in again for a few more
years, until you have earned a
master's degree and are deemed
competent enough to earn a decent
living.
Yessiree, that's definitely education as it should be. Learn 'em if it
kills 'em. Just think of the money
that woµld .be saved by not having
to dish out grants and loans to
those nitWits that don't know what
they want to be when they grow up.
UCF's caiiipus would be ideal for
such a venture. With the exception
of the dorms and the portables, not
one of the buildings inhabited by
students has windows that look out
on the world. Students would not be
distracted by such banal things as
sunshine and squirrels. It would be
business as usual.
The atmosphere here is also ideal
for the professors as well. What do
they need with such creature comforts as ·windows, or their own offices, for that matter? They are here
to teach, to be intellectual models
for the rest of us, the members of
the teeming masses.
And should this noble experiment
-succeed, perhaps UCF could change
its name to something that more
closely befits this new format. Yes,
perhaps we could call it something
like, say, CFTM-Central Florida
Trappist Monastary.
Vicki White is a cou'TJ,selor education
major who wants to be an auto
mechanic when she grqws up.
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D Athletes empathize
Editor:
In the article, "Allegations Hit Sanchez," we
commend, yet sympathize with the three girls who
had enough courage to come forward and voice
their opinions. It's sad to think that they went
through the school newspaper to get any action.
Questioning the authority of the coach jeopardizes the position · of the player. We know as
athletes, when questioning certain actions of
CGaches, we should follow the correct channels are
. blocked, we don't know where to turn and it's very
frustrating.
It's a shame that small problems have to become
.a public ordeal. We realize the Athletic Department
is going through some major changes, however, the
other sports need attention from the administration. The athlete represents the university as much,
or perhaps even more than the coach. Why is it that
an athlete can't be heard by the administration?
As any individual will know, ''discontent'' is not
the reason any person would forfeit ten or more
dedicated years of their life. The consequences that
these three basketball players are going to have to
face will taint their remaining time at UCF. As

athletes, we empathize, and praise you.
Heidi Dexter
Communications
Cindy Chawalik
Management

tJ Action not promises
Editor:
Student Government tends to be geared towards
a small minority on this campus. Students who
don't fit into one of the various social cliques have
been alinated and left out of the decision making
process. Ther is very little room in Student Government for student input• There are far too many
closed minds already in-Student Government.
I have been an engineering senator in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Student Senate. I have had
the opportunity to observe and work with all four
of this year's candidates. I strongly support Tom
Green and Carlos Payas.

Knight Mares
'Tis pitY that Sir Graham of the
Square Table increased student tuition by 40% to cover his absurd
budget!

Aye, such inconsideration. I'll bet I~
he'll sire an entire future ancestory
just as narrow-minded as he!

Tom Green has done a superior job helping individual students as Attorney General. I have
worked with Tom on Senate committees and I was
impressed by his logical thinking and openmindedness. I think Tom will make an excellent
Student Body President. We need someone who
doesn't make up his mind until both sides of the
issue are heard. I have worked with Tom and Carlos
on their platform and they have put together
answers for the various problems that exist on campus. They have gone beyond just telling the
students things that sound good. They have researched and found ideas that will work.
Tom and Carlos can put an end to narrow-minded
and short-sighted Student Government members .
They can give all students input and give you action rather than promises.
Bill Tucker
Engineering

D Ticket prepared
Editor:
~his letter is in reference to the upcoming Student Government elections. I would like to express
my whole-hearted support for the team that can
benefit the entire student body at UCF. This team
is John Gill and Andrea Darner. Together, John
and- Andrea have combined experience with a
balance of ideas to adequately serve a diverse
group of people at UCF.
Their platform.addresses concrete problems such
as the add/drop system, bookstore pricing, class offerings, and a much needed Student Union. With
these specific goals in mind, it is evident that John
and Andrea intend to unite the student body. Isn't
it about time for this commuter campus to grow up
and become an establi~hed university with a common goal in Student Government?
I feel that the team of Gill and Darner can do the
job-and do it well. Join me in casting your vote for
Gill and Darner on April 2 and 3.
Traci Ingardia
President, UCF Marketing Club
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.SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

/ W1TH THE PURCHAsE -oF ANY .N.E·w
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE:

;;, ·;=
.
.
.

.

..

SALES &
SERVICE

....

Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpe~ted repair costs on an extensive list
of majorcomponents. and lets you drive with peace of
m;nd .

24 MONTH·
or
2·4,000 MILE
-.Maximum Co_verage Plan

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

...

•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVJCE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTM~NT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

i
APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR
NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

Is it true you can buy jeeps tor $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

3 bdrm. 2 bath w/ garage near
East-West and Semoran Blvd. Ph.
876-3998 after 3.

Female roommate wanted. A 2
bedroom, 2 bath fully furnished
house. Located at 12214 East Love
Drive, one and a half miles from
UCF. Person must be clean,
organized, and a non-smoker. For
more information call Josefina at
281-4413.

Sussex place near school, 3
bedrooms ·2 bath condo, pool,
Spa near park, $550/mo. plus
deposit. Call Mike 862-0314.

Roommate - male non-smoker - 2
bdr, 2 bath duplex. Fully eauiooed
$225 per month puts 1/2 utilities.
Call Barry at·281-8039.

STUDENTS: Earn income in spore
time posting promotional flyers.
Box 54-1696, Miami, FL 33054.

2 bdrm.fl bath across from UCF. Avail. May 1. Garbage furn. 5350.
275-3439.

Roommate for 2 bdrm. apt. Jeff
6 78-2584 nit, es, wkends.

Four 1985 Rosie O' Gradys
membership cards! Yours for
$20.00 each. Hurry and call
275-8919.

FOR RENT

Duplexes for rent $450/mo. Fully
equipped w/ appliances. Call
Barry 281-8039.
Sussex Place. $450/mo., Sussex
Place is just minutes from the UCF
campus. Enjoy spacious two
bedroom design, private patios
and your own swimming pool!
Models open dally. 261 -6393. 1/6
mile east of Alafaya Trail on Hwy.
50 (Colonial Drive). See our
display ad on page 21.
Luxurious condo - close to school

wf private master bedroom and
bath / sauna jacuzzi, pool. Must be
neat and clean! $300/mo. utilities
included! 356-4385. ·
oviedo efficency Apt's furnished.
All utilities and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. Call the
Oviedo Lodge In Down Town
Oviedo 365-5276.

1979 Chevy Luv Truck, 64,000 mi.,
camper shell, new·tires, Clutch and
battery. 51800 OBO 365-7142.

HELP WANTED
Telemarketing - Phoners - good
marketing exp . Call Sandy
629-2066.
Sales - On the job training for .
marketing or PR. Call Ms. Sylvia
629-2066.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000 550:000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-68 7-6000
ext. 4628 for information.

ROOMATES
Female to share townhouse w/ 2
other females. Walking or biking
distance from school. Microwave,
washer / dryer, just bdrm. furn.
needed. 5133/mo. plus 1/3 util. As
soon as possible call after 8:00
and ask for Leslie or Kristi
281-0877.

.

• • COMPUTER FOR SALE •
Model 3, 2 disk drives, 48
NEC l 00 CPS. Lots of
manuals and books. All
Call Mikel Ph. 281-4928.

• TRS 80
K. Printer
software
51 ,000.

Expert typing. Term papers, theses,
reports, resumes, etc. IBM
typewriter. Good rates. Call Teresa
788-1570 or 774-5262.
Typing service
Need anything typed? A report,
term paper, resume, etc. and no
time to type it? Call Jean at
628-2608 and she 'will do it.
Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UGF Empl. 1 Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-6874.
Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.
Typing-Word Processlng-Fasr Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

Typing translations . English.
Spanish. 20 years experience.
Fast quality work. 282-2161 from
9-6.

THE BEST OF RATES·
Quality Work
FREE TITLE PAGE
ans REPORT COVER.

TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Cali Susanne 277-4857.
Top quality word processing service. Term papers, Theses,
resumes & cover letters, research
papers & reports. Accuracy at
budget rates. Call 275-6761 or
657 -0943.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
A Al3LE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
. Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Displaywriters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. over night and same
day service avallable.
·
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

Would you like to earn S300/wk.
for simply talking to others only 8
hrs. per wk.? Would you like to
make new friends by helping
others to lose wt. and feel better?
help yourself & others by talking
about the best products on the
market. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money is refunded. You have
nothing to lose I everything to
gain. Call"David 281-0124 6-9 p.m.

FOR SALE

TYPING-accurate, fast, and very
reasonable. 657-907 3 or
675-9015. Leave message.

At your service
Experienced - Executive typing,
quality first (Notary). 898-2114.

Couple, light work of 20 hours per
week in exchange for furnished
apt. Includes utilities. prefer math,
computer, or accounting major
for some bookeeping on Apple
Computer. Hours will be taylored
to fit your schedules. In Oviedo,
work cari be shared by both and
does not require computer work if
you wish. Call 365-3648 in evening
or morning.

Female roommate wanted to
share master bedroom. Across
from UCF 5136.50 Call 281-1712.
Ask for Kim.
Young prof. gentleman seeks nonsmoking female to share 2 bdrm.
condo in Winter Park. No pets.
5200 includes all. 647-6895.

TYPISTS

Babysitter Monday - Friday 2 p.m. 6 p.m. Out home for 2 year old.
53/hr. 282-4351 .

2 bdrms avail. in beautiful brand
new 3 bdrm/2 bath apt nr UCF 5150 plus util. Leave name/# on
ans mach: 281-8458.

Avail. May 1. 2 bdrm./2 bath
across from UCF. Washer/dryer,
water, garbage furn. 5400/mo.
275-3439.

Must sell 1982 450 Suzuki GS
best offer.
282-0495.

Saturday sales person Winter Park
shop. Additional days possible.
Send resume to P.O. Box 1236
Winter Park, FL 32790.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
_ bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051 ,

Personal Computer - Hewlett
Packard HP150, 256K, dual disc
drive, printer, modem, much software. System worth $9,000; must
sell for $4,500; 695-1351.

S1000.00 or

Students needed to clean homes!
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.
.

Need to lose weight? Try the "All
natural herbal ·diet." Safe
economical guaranteed - Also excellent business opportunity with
minimum effort. No investment training provided. Moon-lighters
welcome. Call 644-1519.

One bedroom w/ private bath for 1
person. 550 deposit, 5150/mo. includes utilities. Call 282-2440.

2 Rolex watches. 1 GMT Master
Oyster and 1 2-tone Oyster Datejust w/ 18k. Perfect cond. Call
275-6414 or 273-6161.

Word Processing and Editing. Protes sion a I writer and former
English/Business _ teacher.
Reasonable rates. Coll Jan
855-4077.

QWERTY INK, LTD

I

A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery. .

678·7037.

PERSONALS
CONNECTIONS. University dating
system. Now it's come to UCf! .
Charter membership drive now
underway. Discounts for qualified
males. FREE subscription for accepted females. Details Box
54-1696, Miami, FL 33054.

SERVICES
Need a place to discull today's
concerns? Meet us at the Community United Methodist Church.
17-92 Casselberry, Sundays at
9:30. Call 788-8148 for more information.
Planning a party? Don't worry
about the music! Leave It to me ,
Tom, of American-DJ. Call
788-7353 anytime.
Tutoring - Pers. help in sci., math,
long., grammar, and business. Call
843-3328.
Translations and interpretations,
German f Spanish. Experienced.
"6-8793.
SCHOLARSHIP FINDER SERVICE
3 billion S Free Money available to
students mostly from private
sources. Write to: ACADEMIC
FINANCIAL SERVICES, 914 E Palmetto Avenue, Melbourne, FL 32901.
Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.
ABORT' .JN SERVICES, birth control
lnforr 1atlon, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Oraanlzatlon
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921
.ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, l blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad

•

Anyor:ie and Everyone,
For God so loved the world, that
he gave his only begotten son,
that whoever belives in Him should
not perish, but have eternal life.

•
Dom.i neering
Irish-Chinese .
woman into leather and rusty
bicycle chains seeks partying
Oriental or Mongolian candy
salesman for "sweet times." Call
Colleen Chloe O'Plng at 646-3131.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
· Speaker Service

•

. 2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

·I.

OTHER

•

788·9097
RESUMES
Designed/Typed-65 7-00 79.

•

4>A0

Phi Delta Theta
•

Would like to extend ·our Congrotulations to alf the Fraternities and Sor·oities that.. helped make Greek·week '85 a
tremendous success.

•
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Participation
Banner
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Be A Part of A New Beginning
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•
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·Knights deflate Gators

o Player of the Week

runs by doing so. Vince Cangelosi got things started with a
single to right field and was followed by McHugh with a doubl,e also .to right. With two outs, Maloney doubled those two
home to score and sent Gator starter Stan Fascher (2-1) to the

by Scott Wallin
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

)

Vince Cangelosi

,
)

>

The Future sports staff has
selected Vince Cangelosi as the
The Future's Player of the Week.
Cangelosi, a junior outfielder
for the Knights baseball team, hit
.484 for the week and also ·stole
nine bases in 11 attempts. He tied
a school record for hits in one
game with his performance
against Colby College when he
collected four singles and a triple
irr his five plate apperances.
Going into the March 26 game
against Florida Cangelosi led the
team in runs scored with 51 and
triples with six. Cangelosi is also
second on the team iri average
with a .355 mark while right _
fielder Tim Barker is hitting at a
.439 clip. Cangelosi is also second
to Barker in runs batted in with
42 and stolen bases with 42 also.
Runners-up for this week's
award go to Annie Lemieux,
women's tennis, and Mike
DeFranco, men's tennis.
O Softball Standings

Frat A
ATO 1-0
TKE I 2-1
SAE I 2-1
SX I 2-1
LXA I 1-1
PKA 1-1
Sig Ep, 0-1
PDT.0-1
KS 0-2

)

,

Frat B
TKE II 2·0
sx 1-1
LXA II 1-1
SAE Gold 0-1
DSP 0-1
Sorority
ADP 2-0
KD2·0
PBP l·l
DDD 1-1
ZTA 0-2
DG 0-2 ·

showers. ~

Reliever Rodney Brewer was rudely greeted with a two-run
homerun by first baseman ,Vince Zawaski to give him three
round-trippers on the year thus far.
Knight starter Tommy Novak (6-2) was relieved by Russ Ma- ,
nion after 5 2-3 innings when he gave up 3 more runs to tighten
the game at 7-6.
The Kriights added three more runs in the seventh inning to
provide as insurance runs. Manion went on to finish his 3 1-3
innings with 4 strikeouts and held off an eighth ining bases
loaded threat by Florida.
UCF once again fell into their healthy pattern of full team
contributions as eight of the starting nine collected at least one
base hit, which head coach Jay Bergman felt was the key to
victory.
Bergman, a former head coach at Florida for six years, emphasizes that the game was a boost to the baseball program, ·
though he is going to treat it like "just another notch in my
belt." (That's 312 notches, to be exact.) "It meant a lot personally, but it shouldn't," he explains. "I don't allow my
players to have personal feelings higher in one game than
another, though it was a.great deal of satisfaction."

Football scrimmage su~cessful
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

After three days of spring
practice. the UCF football
team · ran their first full
scrimmage before thier new
chiefs. With the desire to
show Ge e McDowell,
UCF' s new head football
coach that the Knights are
not the average run of the
mill 2-9 ballclub, the
gridiron Knights continued
to impress their new leader.
Many
of
the
underclassmen that were
thrown into the heat of battle against the toughest
NCAA Division. I~AA football scheaule last season are
bacl~ on the field again with
a vengeance.
Coac~ McDowell com-

mented that he was "very
impressed with the enthusiasm and effort of the ·
boys. I can see quite a bit of
potential out there, but I
know we can't win on potential. We have to make sure
we live up to our abilities."
Although things are
positive on the football field,
McDowell · knows that his
team has a long_way to go to
become a true winner. "We
still have an awful· lot of
work to do before we are
good enough to win,"
McDowell said. "I didn't see
any mistakes that can't be
corrected if the players continue the kind of willing
work they are doing right
now."

SEE SPRING, PAGE 19

Two players try out for a spot on the '85 Knight's squad.

Stupidity flourishes on UCF carripus

Independent Women
Individuals 1-0
Knightmares 0-0
Supersonics 0-0
SX Lil Sis 0-0
Nappers 0-0
LXA Lil Sis 0-1
Independent A
ExBP4-0
Derelicts 4-0
SX Outcasts
Last Chance 1-0
Argos 1-0
Chain Gang 1-2
Bombers 1-2
Romans 1-3
Captain Vic 0-1
Attractions 0-2
Generics 0-3
AF Falcons

The UCF baseball team might very well have a "spoiler" image bestowed upon them as .they have once again defeated a
nationally ranked team. The University of Florida joins North
Carolina, Louisiana State University, and Florida State
University as the eighth-ranked Gators were downed 10-6
Tuesday night in Leesburg by the Knights.
UCF faced Florida in both teams' season opener on Feb. 8,
but virtually beat themselves as Knight pitchers yielded 15
bases on balls and went on to lose 9-4.
In Tuesday's game, the Gators (25-6) were thd'immediate aggressor as they jumped out to an early lead in the bottom half
of the first inning on Mike Stanley's two-run homer. UCF, on
the other hand, didn't have any offensive punch in their first
nine trips to the plate as all nine Knights were shuLdown in
order.
Then, in the top of the fourth inning UCF managed three
runs on base hits by Scott McHugh, Mark Maloney, and
Wayne Schulz. Florida answered back with another run in the
bottom of the f~urth on a solo homerun shot by Jose Alou to
even the game at 3.
The ~fth inning was the most productive for the Knights as
they sent all nine batters up to hit and came back with four

'

Any deletions of divisions are
due to lack of space and will
hopefully appear next week.

Just ·when I ·think I've seen all the
stupidity in the world, someone at UCF
·proves to me that even I generally give
human beings credit· for more intelligence than they deserve.
· On one ' of my occasional· walks
through The Future production department, I s~w (you won't be suprised) a
Student Government ad being attached
to one of the pages.of the paper. Just leaf
through this issue and you'll find it.
Anyway, the ad calls for students to
send in their ideas for a new logo for the
Fighting Knights (yes, as in footb~). If
this ad isn't a perfect example of the
complete lack of priorities in dealing
with the football program, than nothing
is.
I probably don't have to tell you how
many other things the Knights need
more than a logo, but of course I will

.

anyway.
Before we get a new logo, how about
some real football players to wear it. I
won't ·say anything about coach
McDowell, as he has yet to prove
himself, but I really don't think our boys
are of the Division 'I caliber.
What about the general lack of interest given to the Knights? What good
does a logo do when there is no one at the
games to see it? I mean, when n writer
for a ptofessional paper (no, we just look
professional) all but threatens the
athletic department with the possible

withdrawal of coverage, you know
you've got some problems in public rela- ..
tions and th~ like. By the the way, the
aforementioned writer was Larry Guest.
Since any good editorial should offer
either a solution or an alternative to the
problem it discusses, I have a few of the
latter.
How about a "Restructure the
Athletic Department" contest?
Students could submit their idea of an
athletic department structure that
would run more smoothly than ours. For
one thing, no one would be a total loser.
Let's face it, the situation can't possibly
get worse... can it? Anyway, the winner
could be allowed to restaff the department and would officially be named

SEE MANNY, PAGE 22
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SEA TURTLES
UCF Blology Professor Dr. Erhart wlll speak on
this topic at: The Orlando Science Center
•

7:30 p.m. Aprtl 2

Educa~ion

r
i•1
4th
Ap
_

sponsored by

Night

'~

-~~~

0

.

.

l!J\

USFL,.
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE

Catch the Renegade Rage.
,

400A0

The Orlando Reptile Club

GOOD FRIDAY
SERVICE

ORLANDOSTADIUM
KICKOFF 8 P.M.

Experience the excitement
of professional football action *
0 e....__
in Orlando Stadium, April 4th
d
Memphis
0 1
wh~n ·the OrlQnd~ Renegades Re~:a~es VS Showboats
face the Memphis Showboats.

Support Orlando's team.

Call Mr. Slinkosky at
298·6313 For details

FRIDAY; APRIL 5
SCA NOON

DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS
(select endzone seating)

For further information . call 275-2611 or
stop by the Student Center, room 2~5

Sponsored by
United Campus Ministries

UCF Students: Come and see the UCF Knight Cheerleaders

We Urge you to Compare!!!

GILL 8c DARN-ER

S.G. PRESIDEN'r
John Gill
--~-

S.G. VICE

*1984-1985 Lobby Annex
Director
*Member 16th Student Senate
*Member 15th Student Senate
*Past Member Senate Finance
Committee
*Past Member Senate Rules
Committee
*Past Member Constitutional
*Ad Hoc Committee
*Member · UCF Orientation
Team

PRESIDENT

Andrea Darner
*1984-1985 S. G. Spec.i al
Projects Co-ordinator
*Member 16th Student Senate
· *Past Ch~irman Syllabus
Committee
*Past Member Senate Travel,
Clubs & Organizations comm.
*Student Member University
Traffic & Parking Committee
*Member UCF Orientation
Team

Check it o.u t!!!
Lower Bookstore Prices--Cleon Up Add/Drop Lines--Mojor Entertainment

MUCH MORE .Experience
MEANS Action!I I
.,.,
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The Knights Table-Restaurant
Time Out Lourige
Located in the

Quality Inn University
11731 E Colonial Dr. (1 Blk. West of Alfaya)

282-·5074
-

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
With Complimentary Hors D'oeuvres

.

*Prime Rib or N.V. Strip & Salad Bar only $9.95

*

.
.
--------------------~--------·
---- ---~-·
1
Sunday
Ou~ Famous - I·
1
Champagne
Seafood Buffet
Brunch Buffet
· Finest Quality
10:30 - 2p.m.
Seafood in
. Florida
_2 for $9.95

u

Featuring:

Eggs Benedict
Ships Round of Beef
Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Scrambled Eggs
French Toast

Plus Many More Entrees
53.25 Children Under 12
Under 5 FREE

..
I

I
I
I

-Friday and Saturday
5:00-10:00.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

I
II &featuring
Boiled Shrimp
Roast Round of Beef

_________________
with coupon only

J

.,

~---------------------~----------~-1

!FREE WINE' With Ala Carte Dinners I
I

I

Crew impressive
despite problems
by Loreen Ray

2, for $15-.00
ALL YQU
CAN EAT!

With Coupon Only
I Under 4 FREE
~-----------------...._

The UGF crew team faced rough waters while competing
in the Mayor's Cup Regetta which was held at 1ake
Mineola in Gle(mont. Even though the event was eventually stopped because crews were sinking, the Knights made
q strong showing in the events that were held.

1/2 Carafe for 2 people
·
I
Full Carafe for 4 people ·Mon. through Thurs. Only 1

-----------------------------------~

Are You ~ood Enough
To Join The Best
InThe Nuclear Field?The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate thos.e
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in· the· Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophistic~ted training iri the world.

In spite of early problems
with rough water, the UCF
crew team rallied .for an impressive showing against
crew f9r the University of
Tampa, ·Jacksonville, Rollins
and Drexel.

With
the
women's
freshman/novice eight racing
in fours for· the first time, the
two boats showed they were a
force to contend with
finishing first and second in
the 1500 meter race.
The team also captured
first place finished in the
women's varsity and junior
varsity fours.

High winds and rough
waters caused a delay in the
Mayor's Cup Regatta at Lake
Mineola . in Clermont last
Saturday. Race officials were
forced to stop the competition
after five crews "went down
with their boats" in the second race of the day. The
· athletes were wet but
unharmed, and the regatta
With strong finishes in all
was resumed three hours later other e,vents th~ Knights acalong an alternate course.
cumulated a total of 71 points
to win the regatta. JacksonCoach Dennis Kamrad ville and Rollins trailed with
termed the delay ''a good lear- 44 and 22 points.respectively.
ning experience for everyone.
This weekend the crew
It was a lesson in patience
that we all benefited from."
team travels to Miami for the
Miami International Regatta
In the varsity eight, the which features teams from
men's team raced to their across the country, as well as
strongest perf~rmance of the Argentina, Mexico and Peru.

College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $ 1, I 00 a
month while still in scho_ol.

aaj,j,[C -

Com.i9nme~~

After graduation, ~s a Navy officer,
you receive a year of graduate-level
training unavailable anywhere else at
any price. You become a highly trained
member of an elite group with vital responsibilities and growing career potential.

-

To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age,
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and cakulusbased physics with a "B" average or better.
·
You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear
fiefd, find out. Call the Naval Management Programs Office for full information.
Mic:haC'I F. Boyer
4070 Boult•vard C<•nt<'f Dr.
Jacksonville-. FL 32207

season beating five other
boats to the finish.
Oarsmen Peter Clapham
and John Hamrick christened
the team's new pair (a twoperson boat), . the Mark Knoll
Sr., with its first winning
finish, leaving Rollins and Jacksonville in their wake.

l-800-342-7108
.

_Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast. __

~Women's Resale Fashions

Step into Spring
· in greater style
than ever before
. Park Square
851 E. Highway 434
Longwood, FL

331·7150
·Open Mon.-Sat. 10·6
Thurs.Evening 'til' 8p.m.
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@REDl<EN

AD REP OF THE MONTH

A great cut deserves the best care.'
Redken®products.

Our congratulations to Stephanie Widner for outstanding achievement in Advertising sales. She is a. hard ·
worker and dedicated to her job.

<

KMart ~

g}

Univ.

CALL

Blvd.

Mon. Fri. 9-6

671·HAIR

Sat. 9-5 Tues. Wed. Thurs. 9-1

Yesterday's Restaurant
&Pub
2005 N." Murdock Blvd.
Union Park, Fl
(side of Winn-Dixie Shopping Center)

NOW FEATURING
Draft Beer 25¢
Every Thursday nig~t
coming soon
Expanded Menu and Oyster Bar ·
Live Entert'ainment
Every Fri. & Sat. Night
For more information and an application, please send completed coupon to: Reverend Jerry Dorn,
Glenmary Home Missioners, Box 46404, Cincinnati, OH 45246.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _

Poor Tournament
Every Monday
8:00

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _
Telephone (

_

Zip _ __

)

Lost and Found.
Sale!
Come to the Student
Center .Main Desk to
.claim your . lost items
before they go on sale!
su n g I asses ,
K·e y s,
calculators are amOng
the. many lost items
looking for a hOppy
home. Hurry qnd pick
them up before . they
are sold on·the Student
Center Green on Apri I
8th!

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS
Petitions available:
DeclarC?tion of Candidacy:
Forum
Elections:

March 4
M~rch 18,19
March 26,27
April 1,2,3

•

.
•

. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
· 16-19 The Student Body may call for a
· referendum election upon the submission
a petition that has been properly signed
of _
by at least 10 percent of the Student Body
as spec_
i fied by statute.
16-20 The vote on the proposed constitutional amendment(s) shall be held
during the next regular Spring Student
Government Election. (This provides that
constitutional amendments shall be voted
on during Spring Elections every year).

These amendments will appear on the ·
ballots during spring elections for Student
Government so read them over carefully.
I

•

•

..
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Tennis player Annie Lemieux:· fun loving, hyper
by Joanne White

'

STAFF WRITER

She's a bright, spunky personality. She plays
hard to win. This young woman is UCF's number
one female t.ennis player.
"Annie Lemieux is a fun-loving, hyper person.
She is outgoing and high spirited. She also plays
with a winning attitude,'' commented t.ennis coach
Mark Waterhouse. Lemieux works hard for what
she achieves in tennis. Once she puts her mind to it,
she wins.

This is Lemieux' s first season of playing tennis
for UCF. She is a junior majoring in broadcast communications. The year round tennis weather and increased competition enticed Lemieux away from
her native Minneapolis, Minnesota. "I attended the
University of Minnesota for two and a half years. I
played tennis there,'' commented Lemieux.
While at the University of Minnesota Lemieux
sustained a knee injury that could have ended her
tennis career. "I tore ligaments in my knee and had
to have it reconstructed. It was fortunate -for me
that I had one of the best surgeons in the country,"
commented : Lemieux. The injury was so

devastating to Lemieux that she was off the court
for_a year and a half.
For most people an injury to the extent of
Lemieux's would have been enough to keep them
from their sport. Not so
her. After a year and a
half off for therapy and another year off from
transferring to UCF she came back fighting. "It
was hard for me at first. My concentration was off.
Right now I play with a brace on my knee. It's like
having a security blanket," said Lemieux.
Her concentration may have been off in the

for

SEE ANN, PAGE 19

AUTO INSURANCE
M&M INSURORS
INSURANCE AGENCY

LOW, LOW, LOW MONTHLY RATES

f[J,

IMMEDIATE COVERAGE

~

_
~ ·., , .
c~1if~~..

'"l'

A.

OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365·6611

~

.,

~
11'

• MOTORCYCLES
• PIP FOR TAGS
~
-~

FOR A QUICK QUOTE CALL

YOUR FRIENDLY HOMETOWN BANK

· 156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

• SR-22 filing
• Student drivers (16-29)

295·1600

851·1600

1300 PINE HILLS RD.
BETWEEN W~ HWY. 50
AND SILVER STAR R.D

4950 S. ORANGE BLSM. TR.
.1/2 MILE S. OF HOLDEN AT
THE FINA STATION

l and 2 Bedroom Apartments
2 Swimming Pools
2 Tennis Courts
3 Laundry Rooms
3 Blocks From UCF

1/2 OFF MARCH, APRIL&MAY'S RENT!
HURRY!! SELECTION IS LIMITED
CALL OR COME BY:
HAYSTACK EAST APARTMENTS
11600 MACKAY BLVD.
ORLANDO FL 32826

MON-FRI

273·2405

SUN

OFFICE HOURS:

SAT

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
l :00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - l :00 p.m.
l :00 p.m ..- 5:00 p.m.

• FOR NEW RESIDENTS WITH A 1 YEAR LEASE ONLY
• SELECTION IS LIMITED. OFF~R GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
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Free ·S hirts
For the first
ones there!!

•

.,

•

•
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Well Hold Your Closing Till Fall!

ANN

FROM PAGE 17

Select your new townhome today and you don't have to close until you return
----.
for the Fall semester.

beginning, but right now
she's on top. "Annie
possesses such a winning at·
titude. Right now she's
beating the number one
players on the other teams,"
said Wat.erhouse. As evidence
of her power on the court
Lemieux smashed her Har·
vard oppo~ent 6·3, 1-6 and 6-2
this past weekend. ''I know I
start.ed out slow this season,
but right now I've got my mental attitude straight and
I'm going to win," said
Only 1.2 miles from campus t---+-A-lom_>A_~_·nu_e•-lf1------ti
Lemieux.
Tennis began for Lemieux
Universit y Blvd .
:
of one:
~(-~___:
at the tender age of 11. "My
D Washer and Dryer
father got me start.ed. He saw
~.;
o Decorator Package
I had pot.ential and he worked
o Space Saver
.Goodman-Payton J;a 1---+-t.1'1""-'"1-un_•"-'~--..~-~~-"_LAllES
__...~---c
.,__.....,_ _
with me. He was really my
Microwave with
assodates. im;.
f.•r"~'""'l Mariella
first coach," ~ommented
purchase
S:1le prirl' S'i~.9W. S'i 1.21XI m11ngagl' :11ll11Ul1! ;11 9.2'i'\, llrst ~·t::1r. 2"., ;11111u;il c1p. 'i'\, lifetiml' c1p.
Lemieux. She continued to
..\Jju~tmen b imJexeJ to l -ye;1r 1re;L\ury hil I. .-\J1nu;il pl'rn:rnage t.lll' 11.8)",., Bui hhy~l11\\'dl llu il<ll' r~ Inr.
pursue t.ennis through high
~~~~~~--:-~~~~~----'~-...:...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:__~~I school. During her freshman
year in high school she played
on the t.ennis team, which was
somewhat of a rarity. "Where
I went to high school
freshmen didn't play, but I
did, I was number one in
singles,'' said Lemieux.
. During her junior and
senior year~ she was state
champion. Her high school
team won the state tournament during her sophomore,
junior and senior years. ''We·
had a really good program up ·
there; they had the funds to
support the team. We also
had a lot of financial support
at the college level," commented Lemieux.
r--~"""IP,I~::"'!""""-------------_.:..
-

)! Fox Hunt Lanes
\\1..... llll)thllll ' l"

·~

-----·

~iC<

282-4393
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SPRING

FROM PAGE 13
Dana Thyhsen' s backup
quarterback last year con·
tinues to prove his worth
this spring with a good
showing on Saturday. Darin
Slack started the scrimmage
by completing his first five
passes_and went on to complete 16 of 25 passes on the
day.

~·

t~~

;•

,4.,,'_., .
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···· Alaskan King Crab Legs.
$3.95 with any entree.
They're selling like hot cakes: Alaskan King Crab Legs at Red Lobster~
Come in right now and get a half pouna*of
·
steaming crab legs tor just $3.95 when you order any entree.
Crack open the shelfand you 1Il find tender, succulent meat that's sweet and delicious.
But our special is only running for a limited time.
So hurry in. And get them while they7re hot.

Red Lobster®
*approximate weight before cooking

Please sec telephone directory for Red Lobster Restaurant nearest you.

© 1985 Red Lobster Inns of America.
Most Major Credit Cards Accepted .

Both Aaron Sam and
Robert Ector put on a good
showing in the Knights ' offensive backfield. Sam, who
gained 53 yards on 10
rushes, was injured for most
of last season, but still gain·
ed 177 yards on 30 carries
(5.9 yards per carry). Ector,
as a freshman last season led
the Knights in rushing with
514 yards on 110 carries (4.7
yards per carry). . .
.
At this point the only
thing that McDowell can
look for is effort. ''It is too
soon know whether they
really are going to grasp and
execute the schemes we are ,
going to run," McDowell
pointed out after practicing
for only three days.
''The main thing that we
can evaluate right now is
potential and effort; I think
there is plenty of both of
those out there right now to
have a great football."
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D Surf Team

On Saturday, March 23,
the UCF Surf Team held the
first event of a fund raising
project that is scheduled to
include three surfing contests.
The event, in "Which 60
surfers competed, included
some to.p amateurs in·
eluding Todd Holland, Alex
Cox, and Kelly Slater, all of
whom were finalists in last
year's United States Surfing

Championships.
The next contest in the
series is slated for April 27
at Patrick Air Force Base.
The surf team is in the process of raising funds to attend the National Scholastic
Surfing Association Championships to be held in Huntington Beach, California
this August.
If you are interested in
any of the contests or would
just like to find out about
the surf . ~lub, contact Bill

SPORIS .

·BRIEfS~
Burbage at 275-4343.
D

Ba~ketball

Champs

Champions w~re determined·in four divisions of the Intramural Basketball last
Monday. In Men's A the

Destroyers up-ended the
Sewer Babies 58-49 and the
Knightmares took top
Woman's honors with a
45-25 decision over LXA
Litt 1e
Sisters..
The
Ballbusters edged KAP
57-54 for the Men's B title
while MHKSM squeaked by
ExBP 39-37 in the_Men's C
final.

tourney MVP and UCF Pike
Fred Lovely, edged Silver
Dome Lounge 7-5 in nine innings to capture the first annual UCF One-Pitch Classic
Softball tournament. Eight
teams battled from dawn to
dusk in this modified triple
elimination event which was
open to UCF and city league
softball teams.

D One·Pltch Classic

SEE BRIEFS, PAGE 22
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Ford is back on campus with FORD
.GREAT START DAY! Come see, kick, and
feel the latest cars and trucks from Ford Division and ask about the special values available
to yoUf campus community.

Fill out the entry form below and drop
it off at FORD GREAT START
DJ\Y The winning entry will be
drawn at the end of your school's
GREAT START DAY.event!

~:~~ . .
~ ~~
~.:.
0
• "

••

---~-------•I '?#
~ lHIWEH
&

CO-SPONSORED BY

PROGRAM A ACTIYITIE$
COUMCl.L
FORD DEALER

SUN STATE FORD

•

II
I

~ ·-----~---·

WIN A SAILBOARD FROM FORD!

(Complete this fonn for a ~hance to win. Please print.)

1 -Name _______________________

I
1
1

LOCATION I TIME

Add res (home)

Phone Number (_ _-) ____________
Major

,

Student Center Green
9:00 a".m ..-3:00 p.m.
.

•

I Graduation Date - - - - - - - 1 Make and Year of Vehicle Owned _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ __
I Did you purchase your car D new or D used?
I
I
HO\\" TO \\'I ·, By ancnding your schotll 's Ford Great Start Day event you can
he cli16hlc ro win a sailboard from Ford Division o.~ Ford M.ocor Compan.y. J~st fill
ouc chi ~ entry form and drop it in the box marked Ford Sailboard Drawing . .The
winnini: enm· will be drawn at the end of 1hc Ford GrcatSrarc Day event. Winner
need not be present. Good luck!

Coaches still .in the running tor Oviedo
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The UCF football coaches now
dominate the road to Oviedo as head
coach Gene McDowell and two of his
assistant coaches Bill Cubit and Al
Seagraves ae among the six final contestants to reach the final · round
Future Roundball Picks.
Joining the experts from the football camp are assistant basketball
coach Jim Chellis, assistant baseball
coach Sam Rick and WUCF-FM
(89.9) play-by-play man J.C.
Meyerholz.
All six finalists took the high road
in the upper bracket by choosing
Georgetown, but it was Memphis St.
and Villanova that kept them on the
road to ·Oviedo.

BRIEFS
FROM PAGE 20
D Grand Slam

The- finals of this year's
Intramural Grand Slam
home run contest will be
held on Thursday, April 4,
between games of the UCF
v s.
Ca lvin
baseball
. doubleheader. The top six
men and women qualifiers
from the preliminary competition held during Intramural sortball · .g ames
through Tuesday, 'April 2,
will receive T-shirts · and
enter the finals to compete
for pizza and soda from the
University Pizza Hut.

Villanova not only eliminated
North Carolina from the NCAA Division I basketball tournament, they
knocked the greatest number of
pickers (seven). The Tar Heels loss
detoured three-fourths of the Future
staff pickers and wrestling coach Pat
Cucci, who was correct in being the
only one to pick St. Johns to advance.

vanced to pick the winner of the tournament and the point spread. The
winner's opponent does not matter at
this point (I know that it is no fun
rooting for Georgetown). The one who
chooses correctly will be treated to
one free lunch at Charlie's in
OViedo-transportatioll will be included.

..

that a four-point spread does occur,
the seating arrangement at Charlie's
may have to be altered.
One other problem will arise if St.
Johns wins the national championship. With no one in the final six picking the Redmen, Jeff Mullin and company could could stump our panel of
experts.

At this point the three football
coaches have chosen seperate paths
to Oviedo. Both Seagraves and THE PICKS:
MCDOWELLMeyerholz have chosen to stick with GENE
Villanova the rest of the way. '
GEORGE'rOWN BY 2
JIM CHELLIS- GEORGETOWN
McDowell and Chellis have sided BY7
with the incumbent Hoyas. Chellis BILL CUBIT- MEMPHIS ST. BY
forsees the biggest margin of vic- 2
tory-seven points.
SAM RICK- MEMPHIS ST. BY 6
AL SEAGRAVES- VILLANOVA
Now thlngs become difficult for.the
In the case that Memphis St. wins BYl
final six on the road to Oviedo. We by four points, a tie will develop bet- J.C. MEYERHOLZ- VILLANOVA
have now asked those who have ad- ween Cubit and Rick. In the event :SY 4

ffhe hopes of many more were dashed in Dallas where eight pickers were
terminated from the competition by
the losses of Louisiana Tech and
Oklahoma. Assistant women's
basketball coach Gill Heasley still
feels there was something very odd
about how Waymon Tisdale's shot
hung on to the rim before falling into
the basket to beat Louisiana Tech.

Good friends keep you going
when all you want to do is stop.
'.I

D Disc .Golf Today

The last Disc Golf Tournament of the year, a four
player team competition,
will be held today at 4:00 pm
on the UCF course. Stop by
RS 101 and sign up or just
~ show up at the course with
. your discs ready to play.

I

MANNY
FROM PAGE 13
athletic director as his prize.
Think of it, the boss of all
this ...
Or better yet, how about an
"Athletics-Lotto"? Anyone
wanting to enter the contest
would have to try and guess
who the next UCF coach to
take the fall will be. Entries
would include a small donation, say a dollar, with their
guess. The proceeds could be
used to help pay off the
athletic deficit.
Oh well, enough for this
week. Maybe I'll enter the
logo contest though. I have
some interesting ideas for
that one. How about a
wingless Pegasus? (I bet the
guys in athletics don't even
get that one!)

.

Your f~et hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even your teeth hurt.
Butyourfriendsthought
you looked terrific. And with
them urging you on, your
first 10 kilometer race didn't
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure.your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

LOwenbriiu. Here's to good friends.

•
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ine t-urure, Marc_n 'LY, 11160, ""
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A Very Special Easter Drama
Curt Cloninger's
Witnesses

•

•

.,

Witnesses-In this very dramatic, yet very personal presentation, Curt Cloninger portrays over
fifteen characters as each responds to Jesus of Nazareth.
Through the ey~s of a wide varity of cha-racters, both comic and serious, we are challenged to
see Jesus from fresh perspectives; not as a cardboard historical character, but as the One who
has made a call on life. We laugh with the healed blind man, we bristle at a Pharisee, we experience Jesus' love for a demon-possessed man, and we thrill with Peter viewing an empty
tomb. And we ask, with each of these characters, "who is this Jesus, and what has He to do with
life?"

my

Admission is Free
April 3 s~oo
Engineering Auditorium
Sponsored by Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
• l:iii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

UCF baseball team
continues winning
The following day UCF met
up with Colby to do battle in a
doubleheader. This time it
was Colby which did the
The UCF baseball team thrashing as the Knights took
continued its winning ways an opposite role from the
by taking two games of a night before in the first game·
three game series with Colby and lost 16-8 on 6 unearned
College last week to mount runs. UCF used up 4 pitchers
their overall record to 33-19. in the 7 inning game, with
On Saturday evening, the starter Rick Abel receiving
Knights jumped out to a five _the loss. Colby's Don Cronin
run lead on five base hits in amassed 6 RBI'S, 4 coming
the first inning. The powerful off of a grand slam effort. DH
offensive exhibition earned Mark Maloney was the one
over to the second inning !>right spot for UCF as he colwhen UCF added five more lected 4 RBis.
·
runs on five more hits, inIn the nightcap, the
eluding a homerun by Knights
· redeemed
designated hitter Mark themselves with a decisive
13-2 victory. Pitcher Jeff Col·
Maloney.
The Knights coasted the ton (2-3) was brilliant as he
rest of the way with a well went the distance retiring 21
rounded attack that included of 26 Colby batters, eight of
16 basehits, and 8 of the 9 which he fanned. UCF's offenstarters scoring at least one sive aggression returned with
run on their way to a 15-6 the Knights gathering 13
rout. Center fielder Vince base· hits. Catcher David
Cangelosi was perfect on the· Cable belted two C~lby pitday, collecting a hit at each ches out of the park to give
one of his five plate ap- him the game-winning RBI.
pearances. Pitcher Lamar
Chandler (4·1) completed 7 in·
U CF travels to Valdosta,
nings and was credited with Georgia on March 30 for
the victory, with reliever games against Newberry and
Tommy Neild picking up his Valdosta State, and then on
second save of the year by to Talfahassee against
retiring the last 6 Colby bat- Florida A and M on March 31
ters.
and April 1.

by Scott Wallin

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Tennis team falls
by Joanne White
STAFF WRITER

SERVICES THERE IS HELP AFTER 5:00 O'CkOCK P.M.
(closed 9 p.m.)
MOST PROBLEM$/QUESTIONS ARE SOLVED ON
.
THE SPOT
COME VISIT USI
REFERRAL SERVICE IS AVAILABLE
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, SECOND FLOOR
STUDENT AFFAIRS SUITE

275-2821

UCF's men's tennis team faced another shattering defeat.
This time it was at the hands of the Kalamazoo College
Hornets. "We played well. This match really could have
gone either way,'' said tennis coach Mark Waterhouse.
During singles play number one UCF player Lenny Engle
scraped by Kalamazoo's Phil Herrington. After dropping
his first set 1-6 Engle recouped his concentration and bounced back 6-4, 7-5 to win. The Knights' number two man Mike
DeFranco battled it out with his opponent, Tim Corwan.
Amidst chiding himself and breaking into emotionalities
DeFranco won 6-4, 1-6 and 6-3. The number three man for
UCF, Jeff Davis mastered his opponent, Alex Palladino in
straight 6-3, 6-3 sets.
The next three tennis players for UCF were not as for·
tunate. Adam Bottorff from Kalamazoo beat the Knights'
Charlie O'Brien in a vigorous 6-2, 6-3 match. UCF 's Vince
Stone did not fare as well as his fellow teammates against
the Hornets' Butch Gebhardt. Stone was downed his first ·
set 6-7. The second set lasted longer as Stone became more
determined not to lose. Gebhardt finally managed to slip by
Stone. Mike Rodgers from UCF also fell to Kalamazoo's
Jack Hosner, 6-4 and 6-2.
In doubles play the Knights fared even worse. UCF's
number one team of Davis and Engle fell in a close 6-4, 7~6
match against Kalamazoo's team of Corwan and Palladino.
The Hornets' team of Bottorff and Herrington crushed
UCF's DeFranco and O'Brien 6-1, 6-3. The last Knights to
try their turn at redeeming the team's esteem were Rodgers
and Stone. Kalamazoo's fresh players Chris Stokes and Jim
Burda pressed the Knights for a 6-4. 6-2 win.

Please Patronize Our
Advertisers
.bFuture
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·BE A TUTOR

.

.

.

Student Government announces its
NEW Tutor ·Referral Service
We. are now accepting applications for tutors
at the Student -Center Main Desk

-

.- ' Students interested in being a tutor,must •
meet the following requirements:
. l) Must have .an A or B in t.he

· ·class you would like to tutor.
2) A -signed recommendation from
the instructor teaching the class.
.
_3) Must be .here for the Summer
and Fall terms of 1985.
'

,,

lI

• I

•

•
.

.

.

Come sign up to be a tutor NOW!!!

Futile office bombed
by Barbie MaHell and Michael
Jarhead
FUTILE STAFF WRITER

The Futile was the target of a terrorist attack
that left the offices and staff members of the
newsroom in a shambles earlier this week.
A group calling themselves the Gay Jocks
Liberation Front (GJLF) claimed responsibility for
the bombing, stating through an anonymous phone
call to The Futile, that, "We ready to kick s9me
tushy. We ain't gonna stop 'till the bad press we
been receivin' in you newspaper stops."
The caller went. on to say that their primary
target was Manny Moon, the obnoxious jock col·
umnist, defender of nerds, underdogs and generally
undesirable people everywhere. The caller said
Moon is "a vile creature that could. care le~s about ·
athletics and only has concern for the welfare of the
This is the site of the now leveled Futile editorial office. Terrorists were arrested earlier today
general public''.
in the bombing incident. Jeff A. H~ Flick screams "I'm innocent" at police·.
The other source of their frustrations was
Richard Trueheart, sleisure editor. Trueheart was
found earlier today crushed to death by a Cushman said Coach McDonald, "our boys wouldn't harm a they responded, "Hell yea!! There weren't no other
scooter. Was this the work of the same terrorists? fly." According to McDonald the fellas were a little way. That Moon fella just don't know when to stop.
"Yes it was," said editor in chief Mikell Roach. ticked when Trueheart lambasted the gays, but the I guess ·we done shown him, eh? Now weez can gets
''Trueheart has been a walking time bomb ever team has been trying to convert him in the true our education nice and quiet like." ·
We interviewed Moon from his oxygen tent at
since he alienated every homosexual in the state sense of competition. "They've been writing him
with that article on Frankie. Unfortunately, there nice letters and sending him flowers. They thought Bithlo General Hospital. Between painful sucks of
are more gay jocks at UCF than you 'd ever want to all his talk about gays was just a front ... guess we'll
SEE BOMB, PAGE 4
never know,'' he pondered.
meet.. :Yuk," he said.
When asked if the GJLF bombed The Futile,
But the jock depar:tQ.ent disagrees. "Aww heck!"

Gays
kill
Truett

damn heterosexual.''
Witnesses said that the gun·
man who caused the incident,
laughed.
A crowd gathered after about
an hour and took liis ;wallet and
car keys. Police arrived on the
scene after an anonymous caller
tipped them off to the incident.

by Maggy Moon

"I think it's just another in·
- - - - - - - - - - - - dication that we might need a
crosswalk there,'' said UCF
Richard Truett, The Future's Police Chief Ron Seacrist.
Confetti section editor, was killed when a . gun-wielding
President Colburn was grief
homosexual shot him with a
water pistol as he was leaving stricken over the incident.
The Future editorial office "Now he'll never pay those
traffic tickets, ~' Colburn said.
Thursday.
FUTILE STAFF WRITER

Although at first authorities
believed that Truett may have
drowned from the barrage,
witnesses said that in fact,
Truett had slipped on the steps
outside the office and fallen in·
to the pa th of a speeding
Cushman scooter carrying a
palette full of toilet paper.

''The guy was a spastic hack
anyway," said a distraught
Mike Rhodes-, Editor in Chief of
The Future. "We were wondering how ~e could get rid of
him ... now I kinda miss him. It's
a fitting end though. He always
wanted to be a pizza."

"It really squished him
good," said Cushman driver
Klaus Gonzalez. ''At first I
thought it was just one of them
damn squirrels, but usually
they make those little squeaky
noises when you hit 'em. The
scream tipped me off so I backed up. Sure enough, it was that

Truett, an agnostic and a
bologna cutter, was· 23. He is
survived by nine illegitimate
children and a dog named Scab.
Services won't be held. Dona·
tions may be made to the Kill
Wham! and Other Fag Groups
Foundation.

UCF to have
toxic waste site
by Telzey Amberdon
FUTILE STAFF WRITER

President Trevor Coldsore announced
plans Wednesday for. a new toxic waste
dump on campus, to be located behind the
new engineering building. ·
In a press conference, Coldsore explained
that UC:E' had been chosen as the new site
because governer Graham holds the university in such high esteem "when he
remembers we exist." He went on to say
Timmy (clap..clap) Bat-0, Futile photo
that UCF had a tradition of "helping ou~" in editor, suffers the aftermath of a toxic
matters involving toxic waste. He also cited waste dump •
UCF's location. ''It's hoped that this will about-episodes such as Love Canal, Coldsore
become a tourist attraction."
responded, "Were you there?" and refused ·
Coldsore .was enthusiastic about the ad- to comment further.
The project is being conducted .under the
vantages to the university. "This is a fantastic opportunity for UCF. We'll get lots of · auspices of the Facilities Planning Departmoney and (it will) give the chemistry ·ment. J.C Hickey, grounds superintendent
department something to do." for the departme~t. admitted that the dump
The source of the waste has not been might be too close to the new engineering
revealed, but there is speculation that building, and that it might not be safe to
McDonald's Corporation and Subway sand- use. However, he added, "It's so ugly that
wich shops are interested in using the site to no one wants to have class in it anyway.
dispose of toxic by-products and leftovers. We'll just leave it there. It might be prettier
In a probably unrelated incident, SAGA after it starts to glow in· the dark."
recently announced that it had found a new
As for possible effects on pregnant outlet for foodstuffs.
women, he says,"Well, anyone who's behavWhen queried ab~ut the possible effeCts ing themselves wol)'t have that problem,
on UCF students, Coldsore· said he was not will they?"
worried. "NothiP~'~ h~P.n proven, anyway.
The land that is slated for use in the proThere's a serious doubt that this will have ject ·is currently used by the biology departan~ effect" on student health. When asked ment. When contacted, they had no prin-

leezure

•

Going to an X·Raled Movie is a thrill
BY TILLY ANN HICKS

God didn't want us to go to this movie.
Me and my companion-who shall remain
nameless on account of her momma would whale
the tar out of her if she knew-saw our first X-rated
flick Monday night. (We figured no college girl
could consider herself educated until she'd seen at
least one.)
,
Good Lord.
We almost didn't make it to the show. I .think
Somebody tripped every traffic light between UCF
and the Fairvilla Luv Theater.
We didn't know it at first, but we went in
disguise. We got our first hint of this when we
bought our tickets. I was temporarily out of funds,
so my companion paid for both of us. You can just a
imagine how that looked. And when we decided to
share a Coca-Cola, the concession man offered us a
leer and two straws. Apparently he thought we
were some of those "funny girls'' that my editor
Mr. Truett doesn't like.
Before the main feature they showed previews of
upcoming films. We saw. scenes from such future
classics as The Filthy Rich, Kinky Business, and
Flash Pants.
The main feature-which we won't tell you the ti-

•

tie of in the interest of good taste and so that we
won't get fired-was an education in itself.
It had everybody doing everything to anybody
that they could get ahold of. Annie, the main
character, also narrated. She didn't talk much but
she was an expert in non-verbal communication.
Annie spent her time fooling around with her
girlfriends and their boyfriends. I wouldn't let that
bimbo anywhere near my boyfriend but evidently
her girlfriends weren't as smart as me. I won't tell
you what they did but it was pretty bizarre.
While all this was going on onscreen, some
peculiar things were happening in the theater. Audience paricipation may not have been encouraged,
but that didn't stop the guy sitting down the row
from us with a folded raincoat in his lap. That sure
was a frisky raincoat.
Another thing we rioticed was that the audience
was migrating. Like I- said, we started out just sitting by ourselves. But as the action heated up on
the screen, we got a little circle of... well, I wouldn't ·._._.._ _ _..,._..._liil
want to call them admirers. My companion called
This is just one of the X-rated movies currently
them disgusting gutter slime. Fortunately, their
available for film buffs.
dirty minds helped us to get out alive; they obviously thought me and my companion were would not soon forget no matter how hard we tried.
And in the immortal words of my companion,
"together".
"Well,
at least the bathroom was clean."
I can. safely say tha~ it was an experience we

•
•

Man suffers from premature speculation
Each week, former professional wrestler Beautiful Bruce

a~swers

questions from gay college students concerning personal their problems.

Dear Bruce:
I have this problem . with my - - - - - - - - boyfriend, Ted. Everytime we have a
conversation, I have this terrible
habit of interupting him in midsentence and finishing what he is trying to say. What is even more
frustrating is that I am always
wrong. Wh~t is my problem? Your advice last week to "Stiffed" in
Seminole Hall was really great. Keep
up the good work Bruce.
Signed, Speechless politely during conversation.
Dear Speechless:
Your problem is not uncommon. I
consulted Dr. Brackish Menzies of
the speech department and he said
your problem is .called premature
speculation. The best way to cure the
problem is to affix two or three
clothes pins on your lips and nod

·Dear Bruce:
Is there an increasing trend of
heterosexuality among homosexuals?
Danny and I have been lovers for six
months, but recently when we walk
down Park Ave., I have noticed him
looking at girls. What can I do?
Signe_d, Otis

Dear Otis:
Try buying Danny some of those
cool new records from Britain. There
are several bands that cater to the
needs of young gays. Frankie Goes To
Hollywood, Bronski Beat, and
WHAM! are just several of these
bands. If that doesn't work try some
leather accessories such as a spiked
dog collar or a riding crop.

Dear Bruce:
Sally and I have been involved
romantically for over a year. The proDear Bruce:
blem is the pizazz has gone out of our
There is this guy at work who I lovemaking. How can we spark it .up
have a terrible crush on. I don't think again?
Mary, in Orange Hall
he is gay. Sometimes I just want to
·pinch him so bad. But, How do I tell.
him I am interested. I am self con- Dear Mary:
scious because I do have a minor
There are several electric gadgets
weight problem: I weigh about 730 on the market. One of my favorites
lbs. also my .deodorant always fails. has spikes and when you press a butHow can I approach "Bill"?
ton, a voice like Jerry Mathers (The
Signed, Lovely Larry Beaver) talks dirty to you. Try this.

The John Young Planetarium will present the
new laser-light show "Naked Animals." This
fascinating and educational light show explains
"alternate lifestyles to frustrated heterosexuals"
to the music of Twisted Sister and Frankie Goes
to Hollywood. Tickets are $500.00
To revive sagging revenues Walt Disney World
is opening a new adult ride in the Magic Kingdom
called "Snow White and the Seven Sailors." This
ride will take adults through the new adventures
of Snow White after her divorce from Prince Charming.
The Pussycat Art Gallery will feature the exhibition "Phallic Symbols Throughout History"
from March 30 to May 1 in the south wing of the
gallery. This exhibition, on loan from the Key
West Museum, will feature works dating from
Rome's Emperor Caligula to France's Marquis De
Sade.
Sea World is sponsoring a new contest called
"A Night with Shamu". All donations from the
contest's tickets will be donated to the USA Fund
(United Support for Animals). The USA Fund
aids underprivledged sheepherders in grief·
stricken Ethiopia.

Dear Larry:
Unfortunately there is not much
you can do. The one suggestion I can
offer is to increase your weight to an
even 1000 lbs. and join a circus. If
that does work you may want to learn
how to ride a unicycle.

Health Spa. Audience members are reminded to
bring their umbrellas.

Iggy Pop wil.l perform at the Tampa Theater on
April 10 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $12.50.
Bronski Beat will perform at the Tampa
Stadium on April 10 ~t 9:00 p.m.. Tickets are
$10.50.

Playhouse (425-7025)- 1295 South Orange
Blossom Trail- The Playhouse features exotic gogo dancers that perform continuously ·at your
table. All major credit cards accepted.
Sugar's (857-0941)· 4850 South Orange Blossom
Trail- Sugar's features after-hours adult showclub
and adult rated movies. Open until 4:00 a.m.

Editor's Note: After Iggy Pop finishes his.. con- ·
cert, he'll rush over to Tampa Stadium and beat
up the members of the Bronski Beat at 11:30 p.m.
Admission is free but there is an extra charge for
whips and chains.

Fairvilla Twin (425-5352)- 1704 North Orange
Blossom Trail. A double feature in each theater.
In Twin 1: Oral Annie starring Danielle and
Tange Tace and Confession& In Twin 2, Dirty
Blonde starring Danielle and Honey Wilder and
Taste of Money.

Club Juana (831-7717)- Highway 17-92, Fem
Park. Club Juana offers Las Vegas-style entertainment for sophistiCated ladies and gentlemen.
There are three Las Vegas style shows nightly.

Premier Twin (859-7200)- 4901 South Orange
Blossom Trail. In Twin 1: All American Girls Part
2, Perverse and Insatiable. In Twin 2: Angel Cash,
Lolita and Luscious.

. Thee Doll House (857-3573)- 5570 South Orange
Blossom Trail. Thee Doll House will feature a fat
woman's wet T-shirt contest this weekend. Top
prize is a year-long membership to My Fair Lady

New Luv (849-6340)- 355 North Orange Avenue.
Too disgusting to publish. Call the theater if
you're that desperate.

.
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Saban returns to UCF
by Philip Allen

Oh boy, every thing's
wonderful here at UCF. I feel
so proud when I wear my
"Property of UCF" T-shirt
that I throw my chest out so
far I about give myself a hernia half the time.
Just think;·in the space of a
relatively few years, we have
gone from a banq of unknown
Division II nothings to a
band of Division ·1 nothings.
Now that's something to brag
about.
True, the gain has not come
without pain. There was old
Unca Lou, in, ·out, in and out
of here like a bat out of hell.
You really ·c an't blame the
football team for going 2-9 for
the season.
I really feel for the athletic
department. Those guys went
into the hole trying to get this
albatross off the ground, and
to no avail. They sure are
lucky this isn't Japan.....:..you
know what they do over there
to save face.
Still, there have been a few
bright moments; the wrestling team, for instance. The
many sacrificed so that a few
may shine. For their fine performance they were awarded
the possibility that they
won't be around next year.
Ah, ·such is the stuff legends
are made of.
The women of UCF saved
the day. The soccer team kicked and stomped its way to the
NCAA tournament. The
women's basketball team
bounced their way to the top
of the heap. Too bad they
didn't deal with Coach Sanchez the way they dealt with
some of their opponents. But
then, sometillleS a woman has
to be kept in her place, one
way or the other.
Meanwhile, out on the
baseball field, there's this
· Odie Loehnke dude. What's
he do-sluck balls up with his
tongue? Well, whoever he is,
he is certainly a fine young
shortstop. I wonder where he
fits in the 312 notches on
Coach . Bergman's belt. Actually, I wonder how Coach
manages to keep his drawers
up in the first place with all
those notches in his belt.
Why, things have turned
out so well around the athletic
department that Bill Peterson had his job redesigned so
that he doesn't have to d~al
with so much unimportant
stuff day after day. Now he
doesn't have much of
anything at all to do, so he
should be able to handle the
job real well.
It has be.en a rough and
rocky road to from Division
II obscurity to Division I
obscurity. And what with the
scandals and all, UCF has
dealt with the situation like
any other big-time college-if
you can't beat '.em, join 'em.

FUTILE STAFF WRITER

The entire UCF athletic department
was shocked out of their collective pants
last week as former head football coach
Lou Saban reappeared on the UCF campus demanding that he be re'instated.
It seems that due to the circumstances
of Saban's departure, he has an option to
return to UCF anytime within the next 9
months with a guarantee of reinstatement in his ·former position. The
reinstatement must last for a length of
time which will provide opportunity for
the coach to prove his program's effectiveness, before the university may fire
him again.
University president Trevor Colbourn
surprised the press today with an immediate statement regarding the
unusual contract clause. "Yes, I have
been informed that Lou has a valid claim
for reinstatement. We originally placed
the · clause in his contract to assure
Coach Saban that. he had full support

from UCF. We never thought the
parasite would actually stoop so low as
to activate the clause. I guess there are
still some bad feelings between Saban
and the athletic department for them
throwing him out instead of letting _him
resign. We have discussed the problem
with our legal advisors and have no
choice but to rehire Saban or pay off the
slime so he will relinquish his claiin to
the coaching spot," Colbourn said.
When current head coach Gene
McDowell was approached by the press,
he.simply screamed, "I'm getting out of
e this funny farm, before I catch
something." McDowell then.dumped the
contents of his desk into a large box and
stormed out the door.
·
Saban' s prepared statement included
the following remarks. ''I am tired of living off of charity and severance pay from
all my former employers. I remembered
the clause in my UCF contract and
·decided even if I did nothing for the entire year before I resign again it sure will
help out my finances. I am already cam. paigning for · an increase in the UCF

Returning coach, Lou Saban

athletic fee to provide more money for
the program and eliminate the ludicrous
fund-raising program proposed by that
Sittin' Bull from FSU."

UCF finds. top ·
Q.B. prospect

Coach Gardner's top prospect displays ·
the new wingless Pegasus emblem.

After a 'to.ugh day at practice this up and coming quarterback
takes time to relax and down a couple of brews.

Coach Saban resigns
by Phlllp ··Allen
FUTILE STAFF WRITER

After only a two day period
as UCF head coach Lou
Saban has resigned to
manage a dog track in West
Palm Beach.
When approached by The·
Futile the UCF athletic
department said they had no
idea why Saban decid,ed to
r~sign at this early date.
Other sources have indicated
that new assistant athletic
director Cal Miller convinced
Bill Peterson, athletic director in charge of fund raising
for football players' textbooks, to "pay off the
slime.''
Saban said, "I am completly satisfied with my short
stay at UCF. The opportunity
to manage the West Palm dog
track is a great breakthrough
in my career. This is the first

time I have ever had the opportuniy ·to work with real
dogs and not players that
look and smell like them. 1 '
When Miller was asked
about the effects of Saban's
i:esignation he said, ''I am
just sorry we couldn't fire the
parasite. (The contract
stipulated that Saban could
not be fired until he had a
chance to wreck the program
again.) But what bothers me
the most is that former head
coach Gene McDowell has
refused to return to UCF
unless the entire athletic
department is replaced by low
to average intelligence
preschool chlldren.''
"The only person we have
been able to convince to take
over the program as interim
head coach is director of
bands, Jerry Gardner. It's
not that Jerry is the best
qualified person we have, it's
that he is the only one crazy

enough to take the job. I really know how Jerry feels being
a former Dean of Education
myself," said Miller.
Gardner, who leads the
UCF Marching Knights, UCF
Wind Ensemble and UCF
Concert Band saved the
athletic department when he
agreed to act as interim coach
after Saban's departure. "I
just feel that the students
who were promised they could
march in a band at UCF when
they were recruited deserve
that opportunity. I believe
·you should keep your
recruiting promises. If the
football program folds
without · a coach, the marching band will lose mo~t of
their performances. Football
-game.:: are a traditional
showplace for marching
bands and I think the band
members should be able to
march in them. Therefore, I
took the job," Gardner said.

'

.

·N~w coach Jerry Gardner

The only unexplainable .
event appears to be a
mysterious one dollar per
hour tuition raise next year.
Unnamed sources indicate
this is to contribute to the
"pay off Saban" deficit.

Voles in! Manny Moon elected editor
by Barbie Matten and Dandy Don Merrydealh round of applause and a whistle or two when he
strutted his proverbial headlines in the bathing
FUTILE STAFF WRITERS
suit portion of the contest. However, his sup·
porters became disillusioned when he suggested ,
Yearly elections for the Futile Editor in Chief turning the Creative School for Children into the
were held today, the somewhat suprising results neo-nazi Coldburn youth camp.
shocking the whole UCF campus. The candidates
Manny Moon, considered a front runner because
were S. Mikell Roach, Lou Saban, Jerry Fall Well, of his position as a columnist of the Futile Jock secHerr Dr. Fredlerstein and Manny MGon.
tion, took control by simply displaying his generalRoach looked like the favorite going into the ly optimistic Southern outlook. "I think my idea
speech portion of the race, but insiders say.he blew about enforcing deadlines with a shot gun really
his chances with his closing remark, "Darn it! I won them over," said Moon. As he, uh, booted
need the money." Roach has been long known for Roacn out the door.
his "you shouldn't be here for the money" policy.
Dope Whittiker, Manny's former. sports editor,
Saban ran strong in the speech section with his said, "I'm quite proud of the way Manford stood up
rousing "I intend to make the Futile one of the top to the tough competition here at the Futile. Now if
Division I newspapers in the nation" campaign. only he could write with a little authority .... but I'm
Futile staff members seemed to loose interest, ·sure it wjll come with time."
though, when he asked where the resignation forms Futile Art Director Jeff A.H. Flick sighed and
were kept.
said, "I'm so confused."
Race to The Fu tile
Revrund Fall Well was well liked for his conser- Jocks Information Witholder, Neal Bombard,
vative nature, but tripped up when he suggested said, "I've discussed the situation with Athletic Scads of UCF students race to The Futile offices
replacing "That slimy Sleasure editor" Richard Director Still Needhersome, and in the best interest to be the first to participate in the re-naming of the
Trueheart with Martha White who said "No more of our program, we have prepared the following paper. Little do they know the offices have been
bombed and they may have to wait unitl Monday.
Go-Go". Herr Fredlerstein received a hearty statement ... no. comment."

·BOMB
FROM PAGE l

a

Hieney through straw, he managed to
make the following statement:
"Cough... cough ... all my life I've
wanted to help the starving children in
Ethiopia. Cough... hack. .. and now~ just
as I was finally beginning to break
through ... hack ... burp! ('scuse me), I,
well..."
With tha~. the courageous Moon lapsed into drunken unconcsiousness, foreing Drs. Neil LaBar and Robert Cefalo to
set up an intraven~ous Heiney hose to
keep the ol' martyr alive and kicking.

The UCF police department has been
buzzing with excitement ever since the
attack on The Futile. Officer McGruff
said, "We suspect its partly an inside
job." Reporters had· no clue as to who
that inside man could be until they
snooped around Futile business office
and found a screaming Jeff A. H. Flick. ·
art director:'"Get out, get out! You have
no warrant! You ain't got no proof. I'm
innocent."
Officer Friendly of the UCF police immediately arrested Flick, along with all
his gay buddies. "I didn't even suspectt
him until he had the gall to say 'what
bomb?' - before I even asked."

Learn how to
take better care
ofyour heart,
call Red Cross.
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lip· Sync
GRAND FINALS

MONDA'Y ,.
NIGHT
•
•
•
•
•
•

(

BEAT THE CLOCK
LARGE SCREEN MONDAY NITE
$1 .98 ADMISSION
8:00 P.M. FREE DRINKS
9:00 P.M. 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 P.M. Sl.00 DRINKS

THURSDAY NIGHT
APRIL -4TH,.1985.

TUESDAY .
NIGHT

;;

• GENTLEMAN'S NIGHT
• FREE ENTRANCE FOR MEN·
• 50¢ DRAA BEER ALL NIGHT LONG

• $1.98 ADMISSION

~

"HOSPIT AllTY NIGHT"
All hotel, attractions, restaurant
.nightclub servers and their dot~
get FREE admission with
employee l.D. or recent check
stub.

BALLOON DROP

1,000 IN CASH

CASH and PRIZES
At Mldntgl\t

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
• LADIES NIGHT
• LADIES DRINK FREE AT 8:00-9:00
• FREE ENT~NCE &· FREE FROZEN DAQUIRIES

HOURS:
MON.·THURS. 8P.M.·2A.M.
FRIDAY
6P.M.·2A.M.
SATURDAY - 8P.M.·2A.M.

Come and see the .top 1O
winners of ·our Lip~Sync
competition compete for

TUESDAY NIGHT

A night of spectacular
entertainment

Men get In FREE
500 Draft all evening

U.C.F. STUDENT l/2 PRICE ENTRANCE 4893 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
MON.·THURS. WITH l.D.
Capacity For Over 1000 Party Goers Till 2 a.m.
CALL FOR OUR MANY NIGHTLY SPECIALS

PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

851 •3962

J '

